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PRATT, LORING W. Alternatives to prolonged hospitalization (Cost Containment Corner). February, 3

REED, MICHAEL E. (et al). When to refer a patient to a specialist (Surgeon's Counsel). May, 37
—Legal aspects of patient confidentiality (Surgeon's Counsel). July, 17
—'Unprofessional conduct.' A dubious legal term. October, 3

SCHNIEDER, ROLLIN D. (et a l). Trauma on the farm: How to prevent tractor injuries. October, 20
SHIRES, G. TOM. Presidential Address: The ongoing pursuit of high quality. December, 12
SHUMWAY, NORMAN E. The experimental basis for heart transplantation. June, 6
SHURKUS, MARIE B. In memory of Alton Ochsner. December, 33
SIEBER, WILLIAM K. What's new in pediatric surgery. January, 40
SIEVERTS, STEVEN. The effects of surgical second opinions. April, 6
SISSON, GEORGE A. Annual Report: American Board of Otolaryngology. December, 27
SKINNER, DAVID B. Recertification: Is it worthwhile? November, 9
SMART, CHARLES R. Progress in cancer patient management in community hospitals. September, 5
STEPHENSON, GEORGE W. The College's role in hospital standardization. February, 17
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—Ravitch records ASA's first 100 years. July, 20
—A history of the Committee on Pre- and Postoperative Care. November, 21

W

WELCH, CLAUDE E. Controlling professional fees. November, 4
WOLFF, WILLIAM I. Hospital privileges for gastrointestinal endoscopy. November, 17
WONG, JOHN. Clinical research in Hong Kong. June, 11

Z

ZIEGLER, JOHN L. Cancer research in East Africa. June, 14
ZIMMERMAN, JACK M. Patient abandonment: Reality or myth? November, 12
ZUSKA, JOSEPH, J. Alcohol and Trauma: Wounds without cause. October, 5
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Statement on ambulatory surgery. January, 65
Alternatives to prolonged hospitalization (Pratt, LW). February, 3
Quality control in ambulatory surgery (Hoffmann, GL). November, 6

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

Cancer. (See CANCER)
Chapter officers. New Chapter officers to attend orientation seminar. May, 33
The annual Chapter Officers' Seminar in review. September, 27
Chapters. Lebanon Chapter is growing influence on Middle East medicine (Haddad, FS). February, 32
Photographs of members of Chilean and Colombian Chapters. February, 36
Clinical Congress. (See CLINICAL CONGRESS)
Fellows and Facts listed: January, 69; February, 38; March, 31; June, 23; July, 21; September, 32; October, 32; November, 30

Fellows, deceased. ACS former assistant director dies. February, 38

Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen dies at 82 (Erhart, PP). March, 3

Memorial lectureship established to honor Dr. J. Manny Shore. September, 30

In memory of Alton Ochsner (Shurkus, MB). December, 33

Listed January, 72; March, 32; July, 22; August, 54

Financial reports. College's finances to be reported. January, 65

Dues, activities head ACS receipts (Happ, RG). March, 5

The College's 1981 Budgeted Disbursements (Happ, RG). April, 2

College's assets and liabilities (Happ, RG). May, 34

Governors, Board of. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors (Jordan, GL, Jr.). December, 7

Honorary Fellows. Four named Honorary Fellows. November, 27

Citations for Honorary Fellows. November, 27, 28, 29, 30

Meetings. (See PARIS MEETING and SPRING MEETING)

Officers and staff. Listed monthly on inside back cover.

New employees join College staff. January, 66

ACS former assistant director dies. February, 38

Dr. Owen H. Wangensteen dies at 82 (Erhart, PP). March, 3

New employee joins Bulletin Staff. September, 29

Dr. Joseph P. Evans, Director of International Liaison, to retire. September, 30

After working 69 consecutive years, Mrs. Anna B. Stephens will retire from the SG&O staff. October, 32

Dr. G. Tom Shires becomes President. November, 2

Dr. Evans receives Distinguished Service Award. November, 3

Dr. Shires named editor of SG&O. December, 35

(Also see AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Fellows.)

Publications. Updated bibliographies available from College. January, 71

New large-bowel cancer exhibit available. April, 23

OR and trauma unit bibliographies available. May, 38

Publications and services available from the College/1981. June, pullout section

ACS Motion Picture Library has Congress on tape and film. December, 4

Socioeconomic Factbook for Surgery, 1981. December, 35

Regents, Board of. Highlights of the Board of Regents' meeting. January, 4; May, 3; August, 3

Report of the Chairman of the Board of Regents (Beal, JM). December, 5

Scholarships. ACS selects four Schering Scholars. January, 67

International Guest Scholarships offered. February, 35

Ninth, tenth ACS Scholars chosen. May, 36

ACS, Schering scholarship applications available. May, 36


Verification Program. Trauma consultation re-evaluated. August, 55

Verification program to become an informal consultation program. October, 28

Young Surgeons. (See YOUNG SURGEONS WORKSHOP)

AMERICAN UROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION LECTURE

The doctors' dilemmas (Petersdorf, RG). April, 15
SUBJECT INDEX

CANCER

What's new in oncology (Eilber, FR). January, 22
Cancer programs approved by the Commission on Cancer of the American College of Surgeons: January 1, 1981; April, 25
Cancer research funded. March, 26
New large-bowel cancer exhibit available. April, 23
Watch for radioactive gold jewelry. May, 36
Cancer research in East Africa (Ziegler, JL). June, 14
April 15, 1981 supplement to the January 1, 1981 list of Cancer Programs Approved. August, 53
Cancer care and the College (Director's Memo). September, 1
The College's Commission on Cancer: Evolving to meet the needs of the times (Lawrence, W, Jr.). September, 2
Progress in cancer patient management in community hospitals (Smart, CR). September, 5
CanSur: Modern data management for improved cancer patient care (Clive, RE; James, B). September, 14
Prostate cancer: An evaluation of patient management (Murphy, GP; Schmitz, RL). September, 17
1982 International Cancer Congress scheduled for September in Seattle. December, 37

CARDIOThorACIC SURGERY

What's new in (Bender, HW, Jr.). January, 8
The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6

CHAPTER OFFICERS

(See AMERICAN COLLeGE OF SURGeONS—Chapter officers.)

CLINICAL CONGRESS

How to contribute to the 1981 Clinical Congress. January, 68; February, 39
1981 Clinical Congress to offer full spectrum of surgical topics. June, 3

Another Clinical Congress (Director's Memo, Hanlon, CR). December, 1
1981 Clinical Congress: High-quality care is still the primary purpose. December, 2
Contributions to the 1982 Surgical Forum are requested. December, 19
1982 Clinical Congress: Films, tapes, papers, and exhibits are requested. December, 21

CLINICAL RESEARCH

The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6
Clinical research in Hong Kong (Wong, J). June, 11
Cancer research in East Africa (Ziegler, JL). June, 14

COMMISSION ON CANCER

(See CANCER)

COLON AND REctal SURGERY

Sigmoidoscopy seminar to be held in April. January, 69
Flexible fiberoptic sigmoidoscopy seminar attracts full house. July, 16
Annual Report: American Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery (Marino, AWM, Jr.). December, 22

COMPETITION

Economic and legislative predictions. (Director's Memo). July, 1
ACS Legislative Workshop: The federal focus on competition in health care (Connaughton, DM). July, 4

COST CONTAINMENT

Statement on ambulatory surgery. January, 65
Cost containment (letter). January, 70
Alternatives to prolonged hospitalization (Pratt, LW). February, 3
Cost containment suggestions (letter). February, 4
Disestablishing the bathtub (Director's Memo). February, 1
Promoting surgical cost containment measures (DeMuth, WE, Jr.). April, 3
Cost awareness (Hardy, JD). June, 4
The role of federal legislation (Manuel, BM). August, 49
Controlling professional fees (Welch, CE). November, 4

DIRECTOR’S MEMOS

Review and prospect. January, 1
Disestablishing the bathtub. February, 1
20/20 retrospection. March, 1
Manpower for medical care. April, 1
Surgical public relations. May, 1
Living with austerity. June, 1
Economic and legislative predictions. July, 1
International meetings. August, 1
Cancer care and the College. September, 1
Surgical undergraduate education. October, 1
Young surgeons revisited. November, 1
Another Clinical Congress. December, 1

EDUCATION, continuing

(See SESAP)

EDUCATION, graduate

Assessing the quality of postdoctoral education (Allen, TD). March, 7
GMENAC, the numbers game (Donaldson, WF). March, 12
The dark side of GMENAC (Mounsey, RL). April, 10
(Also see FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES)

EDUCATION, medical

Predoctoral education: Disinterest is the diagnosis (Jurkiewicz, MJ). March, 9
Undergraduate Education: An assessment of surgical training (Morton, JH; Aufses, AH, Jr.; Bligh, TJ; Kopta, JA; Mason, GR; Rosato, EF; Zintel, HA). September, 20
Surgical undergraduate education (Director’s Memo). October, 1

FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

FMG legislation: Goody, goodwill ambassadors (Kerdel-Vegas, F). February, 30
FMGs: The training opportunities are few (Donovan, AJ). March, 19

GASTROINTESTINAL AND BILIARY CONDITIONS

What’s new in (Kelly, KA). January, 11
Hospital privileges for gastrointestinal endoscopy (Wolff, WI). November, 17

GIBBON LECTURE

The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6

GMENAC

(See EDUCATION, graduate)

GYNECOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS

What’s new in (Krantz, KE). January, 16
ACOG’s national headquarters relocates to Washington, DC. September, 30
Annual Report: American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology (Dignam, WJ). December, 24

HEALTH SYSTEMS AGENCIES

Health planning (letter). January, 70

HONORARY FELLOWS

(See AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS—Honorary Fellows)

HYPOTHERMIA

Hypothermia (letter). January, 70
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FMG legislation: Goodby, goodwill ambassadors (Kerdel-Vegas, F). February, 30
Lebanon Chapter is growing influence on Middle East medicine (Haddad, FS). February, 32
International Guest Scholarships offered. February, 35
Clinical research in Hong Kong (Wong, J). June, 11
Cancer research in East Africa (Ziegler, JL). June, 14
International meetings (Director's Memo). August, 1
Medico seeks general surgeon for Peru. November, 14

JCAH
The College's role in hospital standardization (Stephenson, GW). February, 17
JCAH to develop hospice standards. February, 35
JCAH will rewrite hospital accreditation standards. October, 30

MALPRACTICE
When to refer a patient to a specialist (Surgeon's Counsel; Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). May, 37
What to expect from the plaintiff's lawyer (Harney, DM). July, 12
Legal aspects of patient confidentiality (Surgeon's Counsel; Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). July, 17
'Unprofessional conduct:' a dubious legal term (Surgeon's Counsel; Reed, ME). October, 3

MARTIN MEMORIAL LECTURE
To our founder, with reflections (Ochsner, A). May, 26

MEDICAL DEVICES
AAMI practice: Guidelines available for safe use of EO gas. July, 16
The pros and cons of consensus statements (Kalberer, JT, Jr.). November, 15

MEDICAL HISTORY
The College's role in hospital standardization (Stephenson, GW). February, 17
Some comments on the life of Emile Frederic Holman (1890-1977) (Olich, PD). March, 22
To our founder, with reflections (Martin Memorial Lecture; Ochsner, A). May, 26
Ravitch records ASA's first 100 years (Stephenson, GW). July, 20
A History of the Committee on Pre- and Postoperative Care (Stephenson, GW). November, 21

NEUROSURGERY
What's new in (Hoff, JT). January, 18
Annual Report: American Board of Neurological Surgery (Collins, WF, Jr.). December, 23

ONCOLOGY
(See CANCER)

OPERATING ROOM
The art and the science of OR management (Hinshaw, JR). May, 6
Operating room illumination: The current state of the art (Beck, WC). May, 10
Preparing the patient for operation (Cruse, PJE). May, 16
OR and trauma unit bibliographies available. May, 38

OPHTHALMOLOGY
What's new in (Kennedy, RE). January, 26
Ophthalmic surgery films feature plastic surgery. August, 50
Ophthalmologists merge their representative organizations. September, 30
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
What's new in (Mindell, ER). January, 31
Annual Report: American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery (Dameron, TB, Jr.). December, 26

OTOLARYNGOLOGY—HEAD AND NECK SURGERY
What's new in (Gates, GA). January, 35
Annual Report: American Board of Otolaryngology (Sisson, GA). December, 27
Head and neck surgery groups unite: 'One strong organization was needed.' December, 37

PARIS MEETING
Joint French meeting: A tour de force (Gerrish, EW). August, 2

PEDIATRIC SURGERY
What's new in (Sieber, WK). January, 40

PLASTIC SURGERY
What's new in plastic surgery and burns (Lynch, JB). January, 48
Ophthalmic surgery films feature plastic surgery. August, 50
Annual Report: American Board of Plastic Surgery (Griffith, BH). December, 28

RECAPITULATION
Recertification examination in general surgery. August, 52

SCHERING SCHOLARS
ACS selects four Schering Scholars. January, 67

SCUDDER ORATION
War and peace (Moore, FD). October, 14

SECOND OPINIONS
The effects of surgical second opinions (Sieverts, S). April, 6
Disestablishing the bathtub (Director's Memo). February, 1

SHOCK AND METABOLISM
What's new in (Dudrick, SJ). January, 52

SOCIOECONOMIC ISSUES
Manpower for medical care (Director's Memo). April, 1
The effects of surgical second opinions (Sieverts, S). April, 6
The doctors' dilemmas (Petersdorf, RG). April, 15
Patient abandonment: Reality or myth? (Zimmerman, JM). November, 12
(Also see COST CONTAINMENT and COMPETITION)

SPRING MEETING
Sigmoidoscopy seminar to be held in April. January, 69
New Orleans hosts the 1981 Spring Meeting, March 29-April 1. February, 5
Surgical public relations (Director's Memo). May, 1
Spring Meeting Panel: Informing the public about surgery (Erhart, PP). July, 11
Phoenix hosts ACS Spring Meeting in March. November, 31; December, 38

SURGEON'S COUNSEL
When to refer a patient to a specialist (Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). May, 37
Legal aspects of patient confidentiality (Reed, ME; Massaro, TM). July, 17
'Unprofessional conduct:' a dubious legal term (Reed, ME). October, 3

SURGERY
Rural surgeons of Colorado: The scope of their practice (Majure, JA; Abernathy, CM). February, 11
Preparing the patient for operation (Cruse, PJE). May, 16
Annual Report: American Board of Surgery (Griffen, WO, Jr.). December, 29
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SESAP
SESAP III review course offered. March, 28
Review SESAP III with the program’s authors! May, 33
Register early for unique SESAP course. July, 15
Review course to highlight decade of SESAP programs. August, 51

SURGICAL PRIVILEGES
Hospital privileges for gastrointestinal endoscopy (Wolff, WI). November, 17

TRANSPLANTATION
What’s new in (Barker, CF). January, 57
The experimental basis for heart transplantation (Shumway, NE). June, 6

TRAUMA
Critical-injury course slated for May. March, 29
Care of burn patients to be discussed. April, 22
Emergency Department Management of Poisonous Snake Bites (ACS Committee on Trauma, poster). May, 19
3rd Trauma Symposium to be held in Florida. May, 33
Disaster planning subject of May program. May, 33
OR and trauma unit bibliographies available. May, 38
Essential equipment for ambulances (ACS Committee on Trauma). June, 17
Trauma papers contest for residents begins. July, 15
Trauma consultation re-evaluated. August, 55
Alcohol and Trauma: Wounds without cause (Zuska, JJ). October, 5
Ocular Trauma: Eyes get hurt too (Eliasoph, I). October, 11
Burn injury seminar set for December in Denver. October, 13
War and peace (Scudder Oration; Moore, FD). October, 14
Prehospital management of the seriously injured (ACS Committee on Trauma). October, 19
Trauma on the Farm: How to prevent tractor injuries (Elwell, RS; Brown, KL; Schnieder, RD). October, 20
Introducing Mr. Hurt: Advanced trauma life support course. October, 26
Verification program to become an informal consultation program. October, 28
Return to San Francisco for trauma postgraduate course. December, 35
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What’s new in (Peters, PC). January, 62
Annual Report: American Board of Urology (Carlton, CE, Jr.). December, 32

VASCULAR SURGERY
What’s new in peripheral vascular surgery (Bergan, JJ). January, 44
Award to be given for essay describing vascular surgical research. September, 31
Postgraduate course in vascular surgery slated for February in Acapulco. October, 28

WHAT’S NEW IN SURGERY
See entire January issue

YOUNG SURGEONS WORKSHOP
Young surgeons revisited (Director’s Memo). November, 1
Controlling professional fees (Welch, CE). November, 4
Quality control in ambulatory surgery (Hoffmann, GL). November, 6
Recertification: Is it worthwhile? (Skinner, DB). November, 9
Patient abandonment: Reality or myth? (Zimmerman, JM). November, 12
The pros and cons of consensus statements (Kalberer, JT, Jr.). November, 15
Dr. Kalberer’s response to the Young Surgeons (letter). December, 36
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Ambulatory surgery: When and what procedures? November, 21
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Cancer. (See CANCER)
Chapters. Chapter meetings. Listed monthly.
ACS to cosponsor chapter meetings for CME credit. June, 25
Competition spotlighted at chapter officers’ seminar. September, 22
Chapter Rounds. October, 28
Clinical Congress. (See CLINICAL CONGRESS)
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Director. The Director’s report to the Fellows (Hanlon, CR). December, 12
(Also see DIRECTOR’S MEMOS)
Disciplinary Actions. ACS disciplines two Fellows. January, 67
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Disciplinary actions imposed by the College: June 1982. September, 28
Distinguished Service Award. David Robinson receives distinguished service award. November, 24
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Fellows, deceased. John Englebert Dunphy: Laughter in Paradise (Director’s Memo). February, 1
Dr. J. Englebert Dunphy dies at the age of 73 (Shurkus, MB). February, 28
Past President dies: Dr. Frank Glenn remembered (Shurkus, MB). March, 14
Paul Samson, noted thoracic surgeon dies. May, 30
Atm Prakash, ACS Governor dies. May, 30
Dr. George G. Finney dies at the age of 82. June, 26
Murray Copeland, surgical oncologist dies. September, 29
Loyal Davis, a surgical odyssey (Hanlon, CR). October, 1
Loyal Davis: The man and his work. October, 2
Dr. Joseph Farrington dead at 73. October, 28
Preston Allen Wade, past ACS president dies. October, 29
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College finances reported: A budget that balances. March, 12
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Comptroller discusses 1982 budgeted disbursements (Happ, RG). April, 24
Comptroller applies green thumb, ACS investments grow (Happ, RG). May, 23
Governors, Board of. Report of the Chairman of the Board of Governors (Jordan, GL, Jr.). December, 8
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Legislative conference slated for June. May, 27
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College publishes second opinion progress report. May, 27
Films and tapes of 1982 Congress available soon. December, 5
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Preventing cancer in the United States (Smart, CR). September, 2
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